Southwold Harbour, Blyth Estuary

To the powers that be and to whom may be elected to build and implement;

With great power comes great responsibility.

You have an amazing, once in a lifetime opportunity to show support to local indigenous people who carry knowledge both historical and practical; the collective combined wisdom hold the key to the success of this long running wrangle over Southwold Harbour. The management needs to be local with impartial, on hand engineering expertise.

Please don’t delay. As a guy from Blythburgh pointed out the plant is in danger, the seas are rising, what an amazing accolade it would be to have been involved in a successful harmonious locally lead, locally run, locally beneficial project which could be handled swiftly, kindly and fairly for everybody, local folk be like the Southwold Lighthouse itself, a stunning beacon of the system of local people with local knowledge running their own area for the benefit of not only themselves but the thousands of visitors, birds, wildlife and generation to come.

So... dredge the Blyth Estuary taking care to protect wildlife and birds, let local people make their own decisions, stop constantly re-organising and get the funds available and the job done A.S.A.P.

Yours Sincerely, Joanne Murray